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Short Description

Phobya fan control impresses with understated design and extensive functionality! Depending on what is
being done with the computer or what year or time of day, the computer needs more power for the fans,
mostly pulling a increased noise with it, unless you fix it down while calmly as you want to watch a movie or
the summer heat subsides somewhat. Were accurate for such applications and are made right here and Fan
Controllers Phobya comes into play.

Description

Phobya fan control impresses with understated design and extensive functionality!

Depending on what is being done with the computer or what year or time of day, the computer needs more power for the fans,
mostly pulling a increased noise with it, unless you fix it down while calmly as you want to watch a movie or the summer heat
subsides somewhat. Were accurate for such applications and are made right here and Fan Controllers Phobya comes into play.
With an unbeatable price compared to other comparable models with the Phobya leaves TPC 4x fan or pump controller re all
behind you! However, as the name suggests can be controlled not only fans but also pumps. Many pumps are just too loud and
can not lower the volume, despite good decoupling and since the pump speed is anti-proportional to the cooling performance, it is
a treat for the ear to throttle the pump without sacrificing cooling performance.

The display can make all four speeds of the fan can be connected cleanly read and set very accurately. In addition, the supplied
temperature sensors can provide anywhere in the body will be placed and be read also on the blue backlit display.

But with "four" is not over: the high output of 30W per channel is also more fans than Y-cable can be connected. There is always
the output speed of the fan where the speedometer cable signal is applied.
Should times turn a fan is also ensured: It follows an unmistakable signal.

The front is held in classic black aluminum as well as the knobs, or also called a potentiometer. These fit wonderfully in the most
popular body color. The display with a size of 11 x 2cm lit in blue numbers, and can be seen very clearly. In a 5.25 "drive bay, the
controller almost every famous tower design fits perfectly. Traditionally, the voltage regulation takes place here. "Off" and from 6 -
12V, the entire area is covered fan speed in which these usually run. The entire power is supplied via a 60cm long 4-pin Molex
adapter cable directly from the power supply. Also by 60cm long enclosed adapters of smaller 3 pin connectors on the known 3-
Pin fan connector (also compatible PWM fans) can be connected the fan. Small adhesive pads are included so that here no
restrictions on the placement must be taken into account for the temperature sensors in the package. All cables come in a black
sleeve therefore each system to fit seamlessly.
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Specifications

Material: Aluminum
Color: black
Dimensions: 148.5 x 42 x 79.9 mm (5.25 "drive bay)
Display Size: 110 x 20mm
Output voltage: 6-12V
Maximum power output per channel: 30W
Fan channels: up to 4pcs
Temperature sensors: up to 4 possible

Scope of delivery:

1x Phobya TPC 4x fan or pump controller 30W each channel - Single Bay 5.25 "
1x 60cm power cable to 4 Pin Molex
4x 60cm fan cable to 3 pin
4x 60cm Temperature Sensors
4x fixing screws
4x pads for temperature sensors

Additional Information

Brand Phobya

SKU PH-70222-D

Weight 1.5000

Color Black

Device Type Fan Controller

Bay Size 5.25" Bay

Vendor SKU/EAN 4049469158538

Special Price $19.96
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